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STING  (Swansea  Translation  and  Interpreting  Group)  hosted  two  successful  workshops  on
Computer-Assisted  Literary  Translation  in  2019,  bringing  together  more  than  70  researchers,
students and professional practitioners from 14 countries. These events included not only research
presentations but also hands-on training in using diverse systems and tools, especially free ones:
AntConc, Sketch Engine, LF Aligner, CATMA, Voyant Tools, VVV, NLTK, and others. 

Our 2020 conference will  again combine research presentations  and hands-on software training
sessions. Again, we specially welcome practitioners.

Anything ‘machine’ is traditionally anathema to literary translators, but times are changing fast. In
our 2019 workshops, presenters and trainers convincingly demonstrated the value of computational
assistance at various stages in a literary translation process, from source text analysis to quality
control.  Some literary translators  are  already improving their  productivity,  job satisfaction,  and
output quality thanks to:

 the availability of extremely powerful, rather easy to use, free or cheap corpus linguistics

and text analysis tools, which enable translators to better understand their source text and
their own work in progress – work pioneered by Roy Youdale;

 the availability of Computer-Assisted Translation systems not designed for literary work, but

which can be ‘hacked’ so as to afford literary translators new insight into their source texts,
pre-existing translations, and their own work in progress – pioneered by Andy Rothwell;

 the emergence of a generation of literary translators who are not afraid to learn how to use

computational tools which can improve both their working experience and the quality of
their products;

 the availability of increasingly good machine translation. In some language pairs and literary

genres, MT output has been judged equivalent to human in recent work e.g. by Andy Way in
Dublin (keynote speaker at our May event).

Still, the topic often provokes anxiety. Many literary translators fear having technologies imposed
upon them,  as  already happens  in  non-literary  and even some popular-literary  translation.  Can
translators retain autonomy by selectively making digital tools their own?

CALL FOR PAPERS

We invite contributions for full papers (20-minute talk followed by 10 minutes for discussion) on
completed research or research in progress with substantial results. Topics of interest:

 MT  and  literary  translation:  possibilities  and  limitations;  full  MT;  post-edited  MT;

productivity; translator attitudes towards

 CAT tools and literary translation: possibilities and limitations; translator attitudes towards 

 Corpora as resources for literary translation: monolingual, comparable and parallel 



 Corpus linguistics as a tool for literary translation: source text analysis; draft translation

analysis; analysis of text and author style

 Computer-assisted auto-analysis of translator style 

 Computer-assisted translation of plays

 Computer-assisted translation of poetry

 Computer-assisted translation of graphic novels

 Computer-assisted translation of literature for children and young adults

 Computer-assisted comparison of multiple translations of the same text 

Abstracts  of  250-400  words  should  be  sent  to  calt.swansea@gmail.com.  The  deadline  for
submissions is 10th December 2019.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

 Duncan Large, University of East Anglia

 Jan Rybicki, Jagiellonian University

 Jeremy Munday, University of Leeds

 Others tbc

CONFERENCE FEES include: lunch, refreshments, training materials, facilities

1st day (half
day)

2nd day 3rd day Full
conference

Full cost (salaried) £15 £35 £35 £80

Reduced cost (PhD students without 
conference funding, and non-salaried 
translators)

£5 £20 £20 £40

https://ahc.leeds.ac.uk/languages/staff/1006/professor-jeremy-munday
http://www.ifa.filg.uj.edu.pl/en_GB/jan-rybicki
https://people.uea.ac.uk/d_large
mailto:calt.swansea@gmail.com


Organising committee: 

 Prof Tom Cheesman (Swansea University), 

 Prof Andy Rothwell (Swansea University), 

 Angelika Peljak (Swansea University);         

 Dr Roy Youdale* (Bristol University); 

 Silke Lührmann (University of East Anglia)

 Dr Sabrina Wang (Swansea University)

*new book: Using Computers in the Translation of Literary Style, CRC 2019

Contact: calt.swansea@gmail.com

Visit: tinyurl.com/CALTswansea 

          https://calt2020conference.wordpress.com/

Funding: 


